World War 2 History's 10 Most Incredible Women: World War II True Accounts Of Remarkable Women Heroes
The events of World War 2 are often associated with male endeavor, particularly in war books. However, extraordinarily brave and courageous women not only assisted their male counterparts, but played key roles that had ultimately contributed to the success of winning the war. This book provides a platform on which to remember those fearless, forgotten WW2 women, whose stories deserve to be told. Who were these courageous women who laid their lives on the line in WW2 history? These accounts highlight each woman’s heroic role during World War 2, starting with their early lives, and covering the influences, decisions and circumstances which shaped their paths and finally focusing on the women they ultimately became. These were Women whose desire to contribute and affect change made them instrumental to the cause. World War Two History’s 10 Most Incredible Women is an essential resource for anyone interested in history or simply wanting to understand and appreciate these respected, tenacious and resolute women. Includes recommended resources for further learning.
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Customer Reviews
Such an interesting an well written book! Imagine as women were in fight in the war...Incredible! Anyway, I just have found one mistake: Virginia Hall (1906-1882) I think it is 1982, instead of 1882. But apart from this, it is an ebook so easy to change the numbers. I can recommend it! Thank you!!

I’ve read so many books on WWII; I just find history interesting. But it’s also refreshing to
read about women and their accomplishments during that time. It's not common to read about heroic women during that time. I highly recommend this book and it is a great read.

So interesting. This book was beautifully put together. It goes into history that I had never heard of. It brought so many historical moments to life! I thoroughly enjoyed every page I couldn't put it down.
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